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from the EDITOR'S DESK	

	 and a BIG HELLO to all my fellow philatelists!

As your new editor and publisher of TELL, I must admit that I am going to have
a real challenging job — Felix Ganz and Bob Clarke are one tough act to follow! They
are to be complimented for giving us such a masterful publication last year, and our
hearty thanks for a job well done is extended to them.

I hope you'll like the new format of TELL, and our envelope mailing, which we
trust will ensure a neater and safer delivery to you . I will appreciate your comments —
and suggestions, recommendations or criticisms are welcomed . Let's all pull together
and make TELL "THE Swiss—Liechtenstein Collector's Journal ."

A great 1980 New Year to you all!

NOTES

NEW SWISS PTT HEAD . . .
Mr. Erwin Bosshard was selected, in mid-November 1979, to head the Postage

Stamp Division of the Swiss PTT. He succeeds Mr. Föhm, who retired.

SWISS NEWS FROM LONDON . . .
AHPS member Fred Pickard has forwarded information that the 1979 British

Philatelic Exhibition, held at the new Wembley Conference Centre in London,
November 14 to 17, was a huge success . Amongst the treasures shown was one of
the recently discovered proofs of the 1919 Air Mail propellor : the black overprint
on a 2½c Claret Tellboy.

Charles LaBlonde (AHPS) won a Silver for his "Geneva Postal History," I.
Tillen (AHPS) gained a well earned Diploma of Merit for his 2 frames of Swiss

Hotel stamps. British HPS Chairman R. F. Bulstrode added a Silver Gilt with a
superb display of "Proofs & Essays ."

Swiss Revenues continue to win awards : B . D. Moore won a Bronze for his show
of "Fiscals of the Canton of Fribourg" while H. L . Katcher received a Diploma of
Merit for his "Cancellations on Swiss Revenue Stamps."

ZUMSTEIN NUMBER 72C . . .
A superb 3Fr. Standing Helvetia (Z. 72C) pair — one of two discovered by Swiss

philatelic expert (and AHPS member) P. Guinard — was offered at auction from
lnterphila Zürich on December 8th . Minimum bid for this exquisite rarity was
listed as SFr . 22,000. Further report on this will follow.

COMPILATION OF SWISS POSTAL LOCALITIES . . .
This most worthy task, being performed by member Karl Sharp, is slowly but

surely progressing . Work on this was delayed a bit due to a hospital admission —
Get well fast Karl!
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PRICING AND/OR VALUE

OF SWISS STAMPS ON COVER

by FELIX GANZ

This attempt at providing a guideline to AHPS members in relation to prices
of stamps on cover is made as the result of two unrelated occurrences . The first
concerns the repeated arrival of questions, by members, as to such actual values —
undoubtedly a sign of ever greater interest, with resulting scarcity, of postally used
covers from Switzerland — and the other is the valiant attempt made by Zumstein
in Bern in the 1978 edition of the "Specialized," to provide such guideline infor-
mation, previously given only for classic period issues, hotel post items, some post-
age dues, and airmails, for all regular issues, "single franks on cover," through 1934.

Single frank collecting is a specialty pursued by an ever growing group of
postal history collectors. Items with one single stamp obviously show the proper use

of such a stamp, issued most likely for that purpose, thus providing welcome postal
history information . . . and most of them are considerably rarer than one might
think. It should not seem to be difficult to get cards, letters, parcel cards, wrappers,
or whatever, with that stamp which paid the proper rate ; and it really is not as long
as you stick to plain inland card or letter rates, basic printed matter rates, inland or
abroad, and basic foreign rate letters . But — to find higher denominations on cover
all by themselves, without any other stamp on that cover, can prove extremely dif-
ficult and elusive — especially if one rejects (which one should as a purist postal
historian) overfranked covers, such as an inland letter, unregistered, with a 3, 5 or
10 franc stamp on it. That is so blatantly philatelic and made to order that a true
postal historian gets ill from even looking at it!!

Just one example : try to find a single 80 on 70 cts . brown Helvetia on the
Rock overprint of 1915 (Z .135) on a letter . On an inland parcel tab (if you are
lucky enough to ever locate parcel tabs from that period, 99 .5% of which bear
damaged stamps, or so heavily cancelled that they are non-collectable) that stamp
may be found with relative ease since it paid the rate for a specific weight parcel.
But, you will have to find a letter of first weight class (to 20 g), registered, special
delivery, to a foreign country, to show proper proof of usage — and since the time
of that stamp's issue fell into the years of World War I, almost all letters to a foreign
country were plastered with censor tapes or markings, often glued right over the
postage!

cont . next page
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SWISS STAMPS ON COVER —

Therefore it is not surprising that the 1978 Zumstein "Specialized" assigns a
value of SFr . 100. to such an 80 on 70 cts . stamp SINGLY on cover . The item of
course must be undamaged, nicely canceled, and evidencing proper use . Off cover
the stamp now catalogues SFr . 8 . But now, please note : if you find this stamp on a
cover in combination with other stamps, the value does not go up, but rather down.
Should you, for example, find it together with a 10 cts . red, Tell bust (Z .126 II),
which on cover by itself is worth 75 cts ., then the pricing of the cover goes as
follows : TAKE THE PRICE OF THE CHEAPEST STAMP ON THE COVER (in this
case the 10 cts . red, or SFr. 0 .75) FROM THE CATALOGUE NOTATION : ADD
TO IT THE OFF-COVER PRICE(S) OF THE OTHER STAMP(S), AND TOTAL
UP THE VALUE. In our case the SFr. 100 cover, if with an 80/70 stamp by itself,
now suddenly is worth only Sfr . 0 .75 plus 8 . — or one-twelfth of what the "pure"
cover would be worth!

This new Zumstein Specialized feature was arrived at by careful consultations
with a whole group of cover specialists in Switzerland . Undoubtedly, the next
"Specialized" will have modifications, and it is also hoped that it will extend these
listings to the not yet covered early Pro Juventute issues, newer postage dues, and
perhaps regular issues through about 1945 . After that period, mixed frankings are
so common — and so are single franks — that covers barely command an extra
premium over loose stamps.

Below are listed a few "single stamp on cover" catalogue notations from the
1978 "Specialized ." (In parentheses, price of a stamp off cover):

	

Z 106 :

	

15 cts . Helvetia Bust I, 1907 : SFr . 30 . (5 .-)

	

107 :

	

40 cts . Helvetia on the Rock, Type I, 1907 : SFr . 175 . (57 .50)

	

111 :

	

35 cts . Helvetia on Rock, granite paper : 10 .- (0 .40)

	

111z :

	

same, on grilled paper : 50 .- (5 .-)

	

116 :

	

3 Fr . Helvetia on the Rock : 175 .- (1 .75 !!) (100-fold premium)

	

124 :

	

Tell Boy, 3 cts . violet, Type II : 6 .- (0 .20)

	

127 :

	

12 cts . brown, Tell Bust : 100 .- (4 .-)

	

160z :

	

30 cts . blue Tell Bust . grilled gum paper : 25 .- (1 .25).
(This stamp paid the regular letter rate abroad for several years)

	

163y

	

90 cts . Arms on chalky paper : 200 .- (16 .)

	

165 :

	

1 .50 Arms (1924) : 100 .- (1 .75)

	

166z :

	

2 Fr . Arms, grilled gum paper : 200 .- (1 .50 ! ! ! )

	

171 :

	

7½ cts . Tell Boy, green : 80.- (2 .75)

	

180 :

	

3 on 2 1/2 cts . Tell Boy, olive : 30 .- (1 .75)
(Note : Never have seen a single!)

	

189 :

	

60 cts . Disarmament Conference 1932 : 10.- (1 .50)
For the high values of 1914-31 (3, 5 and 10 Frs .) you will find NO price

in the catalogue for single franks, but only the ominous, priceless dashes . As for
single frankings, these high values apparently are extremely unusual (they might be
found on Zeppelin cards to South America, and such) and the only place where
you might encounter such stamps, singles, all by themselves, on cover, would be on
heavily overweight, registered or special delivery items abroad, where an occasional
rate combination might have resulted in a single stamp's denomination paying the
total postage!

Although the catalogue editors stress that the 1978 prices are preliminary, it
would seem extremely unwise for any collector to tear off any pre-1934 higher de-
nomination single franks off their covers before checking catalogue value . Even the
more cumbersome documents (parcel forms, parcel wrappings, etc .) should not be
destroyed until one has checked out the premium on cover .

cont . next page . . .
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SWISS STAMPS ON COVER

Current auction results in Switzerland already reflect the "Specialized's" new
pricing guide, particularly for the 1924 "Arms" singles on cover or card . Therefore
it might be most advantageous for any serious collector to invest in a Zumstein
Specialized Catalogue, because one good item will pay for the catalogue acquisition.

For early issues, different guidelines apply . Cantonals, Rayons, Strubels, and
perforated Seated Helvetias (to 1882) all have catalogue notations for "on cover,"
and pairs, for instance, rate much higher than singles, while combination frankings
(to pay unusual rates not covered by a single stamp) also command hefty premiums,
especially if the frankings are colorful . . . not to mention mixed frankings between
two successive issues . These are RARE.

As concerns the Standing Helvetia issue, a footnote on p . 108 of the 1978
"Specialized" provides appropriate information for arriving at the price of a cover
with a single or with several stamps . The table itself shows the estimates for a single
stamp on cover (for example : SFr . 1200. for a Z72E, the 3 Fr . which off cover,
catalogues at Fr . 20) . But if this stamp appears on cover together with a Z61B
(10 cts. cross and figure) and a 30 cts . Standing Helvetia (Z68D), then the value of
the cover REDUCES itself by this formula : TAKE THE PRICE OF THE MOST
EXPENSIVE STAMP ON THE COVER, HALVE ITS QUOTATION AS SINGLE
FRANK ON COVER, AND ADD THE OFF—COVER VALUE OF THE OTHER
STAMPS. In our case that would be : 1200 :2, equals 600 . ; plus 0 .05, plus 1 .50, or
a total estimated value of Fr . 601.75 . . . still a tidy bonus over loose stamps! For
that issue, however, a footnote also states that such values on parcel post cards rate
considerably lower in price than letters or cards — about half.

As previously stated, Pro Juventute stamps are not yet priced as singles on
cover. Neither are Pro Patrias, nor souvenir sheets (except as FDC).

Postage dues through 1924 are priced, by tables on p . 653, 660 and 675 —
and individually, after each stamp's listing, for the 1910 to 1924 issues . Some of
those prices serve as eye openers, too ; but no reference pointers as to increasing/
decreasing cover values for multiples or mixed frankings are given.

Franchise and airmail stamps all have quotations for "stamps on cover," but
unfortunately no such column exists yet for the official Geneva League of Nations
and Intl. Labour Office issues of 1922 to World War II — on authentic cover,
extremely elusive, and of late sought after . Only the 1918 War Board stamps have
"on cover" quotations.

Thus it is hoped that subsequent editions of the "Specialized" will make
amends and include as many cover prices as possible because cover collecting has
become a very big thing since 1970. This does not include first day cover collecting
for which guidelines have been in existence for quite some time.

TELL -7



My favorite cover . ..

From Allan Sullivan in Portland, Oregon (AHPS 1318) comes the following:

Here is my favorite cover . Dated July 16, 1839, the letter (translated) reads:
"Dear Mr . Trustee : The profound interest which I am taking in the welfare of our
town makes it my duty to accept the nomination as member of the committee
which you honor me . To serve as inspector of our college and high school will be a
privilege, and I promise you that the zeal which I brought to the preparation of this
project will also be employed towards its execution . . . . The colleagues with whom
I am to work will be guarantee to the success of our undertaking . Please accept
my most sincere regards . . . . E . Du Toit, M .D."

NOTES . . .
Doctor Du Toit must have been employed at the Biere (VD) barracks — one of the
oldest army towns in Switzerland, then serving the militia troops of Vaud Canton.
The oval handstamp is found both as a postmark and as a "corner card ." This par-
ticular letter was then date-stamped in nearby Aubonne (on Lake Geneva) and
transported to Moudon (also in Vaud Canton) by way of Lausanne . It was probably
forwarded "free-of-charge" as a letter from a soldier on duty.

Ed. note: Thanks Allan for sending the above . Bet you've wondered (as I am) if
the good doctor ever did get to be inspector of the "college and high school" . . .
and what was he "inspecting " for?????

DO YOU HAVE A FAVORITE COVER?

Share your interest in same with fellow philatelists.

TELL IT VIA TELL

-8
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BRIEFS . . .

	

A NOTE FROM THE
AWARD CHAIRMAN

TELL

Last year about 30 invitations went
out to major shows with the request to
participate in our Award Program . Only
two shows proved to be eligible for our
medals, the remainder having insufficient
Swiss/Liechtenstein exhibitors participat-
ing .

Members are again requested to inform
me of any shows that might be eligible
to receive our AHPS awards.

Officers of your Society do all they
can to expand the membership . Your
participation is requested to help us reach
as many Swiss/Liechtenstein collectors as
possible — new members mean new infor-
mation, new ideas and new friends for
our Swiss/Liechtenstein hobby.

. . . Jan Donker

Following a string of bronzes and
silvers starting at the AHPS Convention in
Milcopex, Harlan Stone's postal station-
ery envelopes won a gold at NOJEX '79.

Felix Ganz made a silver at CPS '79,
Chicago National Show, with 12 frames
of Swiss perfin covers.

ATTENTION . . .
To all non-members of the Non-exist-

ing Lake Michigan Chapter:
On Tuesday, Jan . 22, 1980, our dealer

member from Switzerland, Mr . Auf der
Maur, invites all Chicago area members to
a get-together dinner . Since he wants to
serve a Bern specialty, the best place to
do so will be at your ex-editor ' s pad : Apt.
3303, 1130 S . Michigan Ave ., Chicago, at
7 p .m . The first 15 replies will be served
dinner (Bärnerplatte, Kaffee Gyx, Swiss
wine, Swiss cookies and dessert — maybe
even Basel onion pie as an appetizer!).
Anyone wanting "in" must call, as soon
as possible after reading this, (312) 939-
2889 — either before 9 a .m . or between
6:30 and 10 :30 p .m. M—F, or 9 to 9 on
SA—SU . We hope to see a "full house ."

. . . Felix Ganz
-9--

According to a communication from
the Central Committee of the Swiss Phila-
telic Societies (SBZ, 8-79) a re-issue of
the Winkler handbook on the pre-stamp
period postmarks of Switzerland will not
be undertaken . Too few orders were re-
ceived, and furthermore, certain copy-
right difficulties crept up.

Instead, a group of postal history col-
lectors has decided to prepare a new,
truly philatelic handbook on all early
Swiss postal markings through 1850 (the
Winkler book both knowingly and
unknowingly omitted certain groups of post-
marks) including rate tables where avail-
able, routes, and the like so that the new
volume will be able to serve postmark,
"Heimat," and postal history collectors
equally.

At the proper moment, collectors will
be asked to report items not catalogued
by Winkler ; but the new book will not be	
published for several years .

AWARDS



SWITZERLAND:
A PANORAMA OF ITS POSTAL HISTORY AND STAMPS — 8

A serialization for TELL of the A .H.P.S. Slide Show (available through APS)
By HARLAN STONE

WILLIAM TELL STAMPS

In 1914 the Swiss Postal Administration modified one of the
non-winning designs from the 1901 public competition and used
it for the widely recognized William Tell series of stamps . These
stamps were the first in Switzerland printed on tinted paper.
William Tell, of course, is the folk hero who shot an apple off his
son's head with a crossbow rather than bow to the hat of the
tyrannical Austrian bailiff Gessler placed atop a pate. Tell's
legendary feat is a famous example of the courage and determi-
nation that the independent Swiss have displayed for centuries.

WORLD WAR I SOLDIER "STAMPS"

During World War I, when Swiss forces were guarding the
borders of their neutral country, an artist serving in one of the
battalions designed two labels as souvenirs for the men . The
idea spread quickly to other military units, which sold the
labels to their members and civilians to raise money for unit
welfare funds. Many soldiers used the labels on their mail,
even though they served no postal purpose, since the postal
administration allowed soldiers on duty to send mail without
postage . The postal administration required only a military
posting mark to identify this mail for free delivery . By the
end of the War, almost 400 Swiss Soldier "stamps" existed.

SWISS STAMPS USED IN LIECHTENSTEIN

By mutual agreement in 1921, the Liechtenstein
Post Office became part of the Swiss Postal
Administration . Because Liechtenstein had on
hand only small denomination stamps in its new
currency, Switzerland delivered some of its
higher denomination Tell Boy, Helvetia bust,
Helvetia with Sword and William Tell stamps
for sale in six Liechtenstein towns . Swiss
stamps and postal stationery were valid for use
in Liechtenstein from February through Sep-
tember that year . The illustration, taken from
a cover mailed from Vaduz on March 22, bears
a mixed franking of a 15-rappen Liechtenstein

coat-of-arms stamp and a 25-centime Swiss Helvetia with Sword stamp . Swiss postage
due stamps were valid in Liechtenstein until 1928, and Swiss airmail until 1930.

-10—
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SPECIAL TREATMENT OF PHILATELIC MAIL
BY SWISS POST OFFICES

Under date of April 10, 1979 the following
orders (No . 21) were distributed to all Swiss
Post Offices:

158 POSTAL SUPPORT OF PHILATELIC
REQUESTS.

21.

	

Quality of Postmarks
On items mailed over the counter post-

marks usually are of irreproachable quality.
But philatelic mail thrown into a box may not
fare as well . Therefor, it is ordered that phila-
telic looking mail (letters with blocks of four,
with several commemoratives, or with specially
arranged sets of stamps) must be culled from
the rest of the mail, and cancelled separately,
by hand and with care.

22.	Cancellation Requests
There are collectors who assemble col-

lections of all available postmarks . Generally,
only cancels used on letter mail were permitted
to be used upon request . Now, and as a new
regulation, any cancel used to invalidate post-
age stamps may be struck on submitted items.
It is not permitted, however, to apply different
postmarks — even from the same post office —
on the same letter or card, except for items
discussed under 23.

23.	Machine Cancellation
If a machine cancellation does not oblit-

erate all stamps on a cover, those not touched
must be cancelled by hand . Requests for a
machine and a hand cancellation from the same
office, and on the same piece of mail may now
be honored too .

3 .0

	

Arrival Markings
All philatelic mail is exempt from any

necessity of receiving an arrival mark, but cer-
tain collectors object to that practice . It is
therefore permissible now to backstamp such
mail (registered, general delivery, or lockbox
mail) if requested . The same applies to special
delivery mail . Clerks must take care not to
disfigure such mail on the front side by "wet
kisses" from the back of the previously

stamped mail.

5 .0

	

Information
All postal personnel is herewith

requested to accede to wishes of stamp and cancel-
lation collectors, obligingly and in a friendly
manner . All stamped mail is to be cancelled
carefully and legibly, but special attention must
be given to philatelic mail . Badly cancelled
stamps evoke bad feelings and impressions from
the receivers which, in turn, reduces the good
image of the Swiss PTT . A positive approach
to philatelic matter on the part of postal per-
sonnel will encourage collectors to continue
their hobby . This then is an appeal to every
postal clerk to support fully our intentions of
helping the hobby of philately whenever
feasible.

Translation by Felix Ganz who adds this post-
script : The comparison between Swiss and-U .S.
practices is revealing . Some readers might even
wish to show the above to their postmaster,
with the suggestion to copy the Swiss practices!

TELL -11—



THE POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN ; PART 78

MACHINE CANCELLATIONS, VI .

	

by FELIX GANZ, with valuable help from M . RUTHERFORD

Figures 97 to 105 show a variety of maximum combination possibilities of stamp
and machine cancellation (and sometimes locality, i .e . : crown) . All such items should
be retained on entire cover or card . Most are not easy to find, and there are no
specialized dealers as yet, or even catalogues, to cater to your wishes or whims with
such specialty material . In some auctions, such as the internal one of the Swiss Can-
cellation Collectors' Society, some of the earlier as well as unusual combinations have
been bringing scaringly high results.

Crowns without flags are best retained on entire cover because one can not
really prove a slogan's or a killer's absence from a crown-only cut-out! Crown-only
items can or could occur from a variety of circumstances : they could be transit or
arrival backstamps — only accidentally found on stamps — of the 1912-17 period (see
Fig . 20, Sept . 1979 TELL) or occasionally later on the back of first and special flight
covers. The early examples as a rule are identifiable by their special wording in the
lower part of the outer rim : Brieftrager ; Briefausgabe ; Distrib . lettres ; etc . But crown-
only strikes also can originate at money order windows, or postal cheque branches of
large city post offices (Fig . 21 ; Sept . 1979 TELL) . Some early PP crowns sometimes
also were applied by themselves, without any killer or flag . Finally, crown-only strikes
may occur if a flag has become temporarily inoperable, or if a large batch of very small
cards or envelopes (now no longer permitted in the mail stream) had to be cancelled
on which both crown and flag might not even have had enough room .

To be
continued

in next month's
TELL
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A VISIT TO LIECHTENSTEIN . .

On a jaunt to Europe last
summer our good friend,
Felix Ganz, visited Liech-
tenstein . A brief account
of his travels follow:

Coming from Chicago where hun-
dred thousands of annual winter pot holes
and their temporary repairs make driving
often less than pleasant, it was indeed a
pleasure to drive on Liechtenstein's prac-
tically immaculate streets this past early
past summer. Although we did not stay
in the Principality overnight, but enjoyed
a truly splendid vacation in the upper
Toggenburg valley in the canton of St.
Gallen, we were able to see a lot of Liech-
tenstein in a day plus one afternoon.

Getting from Toggenburg valley to
Liechtenstein involves descending a series
of enormous hairpin turns into the Rhine
valley . Just before entering Buchs — the
railway hub for Austria and Switzerland—
from the south one passes the tiny, me-
dieval townlet of Werdenberg, with a
recently restored, massive castle (now a
well-arranged museum where occasional
concerts are held) towering above it . If
you are in that region, you must stop at
at Werdenberg — the town is truly out of
a story book, with old wooden houses
and located on a little lake with swans!

From Buchs you are in Liechten-
stein in about five minute's driving time.
We headed south towards Triesen, finally
reaching a narrow tunnel that has re-
placed the hazardous track which used to
be the only road connection between the
Samina mountain valley and Triesenberg.

On the other end of the tunnel lies
Steg. with a cute, tiny chapel pictured on
several Liechtenstein stamps and postal
stationery . Luckily, it survived the build-
ing of a -big new road leading from there
to the winter resort of Malbun (pictured
on the 1980 Winter Olympics issue of the
Principality . Malbun has not yet installed
a Post Office — but just wait : it won't be
long now!

From far away one views Vaduz
Castle perched above the capital city of
Vaduz. The castle is not open to the

public . The new Vaduz post office is a
huge building housing the postal bus ter-
minal, the Liechtenstein main post,
telephone and telegraph offices and Philatelic
Agency . Vaduz also has a Postal Museum
which is, of course, a MUST for those
specializing in Liechtenstein.

Other Liechtenstein highlights : the
Gutenberg Castle (privately owned: no
access) above Balzers, in the south of the
country, and on the way to Chur and the
Grisons — as well as to Heidi's "home
town" — the modern convent church of
Schellenberg, atop a hill at the northern
end of the little country ; or the imposing
Bendern Church at the base of

Schellenberg hill. There is of course, much more.
The country is heavilyindustrialized

now, but even so, Liechtenstein has kept
the rural charm of fifty years ago if you
do not look too closely . And once you
have left the Rhine valley behind you and
entered one of its mountain valleys, you
are at immediate peace with the world,
and yourself . Why not go there once?

-14 TELL



THE REVENUE CORNER:

HANDSTAMPED & EMBOSSED REVENUES

OF THE HELVETIC REPUBLIC 1798-1803

By DONN LUECK

The appearance of this article constitutes the first attempt at listing handstamped and
embossed revenues of the Helvetic Republic . This does not purport to be a complete listing, nor
has any attempt been made to price these items. Information leading to adequate pricing is
unavailable at this time . Later, with possible receipt of further information, such an attempt may be
made .

We trust that the information presented herein will enable those of you in possession of
such material to better categorize your collection . Readers able to shed additional light on these
items are invited to correspond with the author : 6238 N . 38th Drive, Phoenix, Arizona 85019.

A. Fancy frame around inscription "HELV :REPUB :" with
tax rate and value below. Ornaments separate the tax rate
and value of handstamp . The following values are presumed
to exist:

2. Batz

	

de 20 a

	

200 F *
4 . Batz

	

de 200 a

	

400 F *
6 . Batz

	

de 400 a

	

600 F *
1 . F .

	

de 600 a

	

1000 F

The above handstamps are all red-orange in color on thick
greyish paper . The items with asterisks have not been seen,
however, the tax rate is the same as for early Fribourg
handstamps used from 1803 to 1830.

B. Fancy circle inscribed "HELV:REPUB :" with value in
center . These are handstamped in black on thick, white
paper. The following values are known:

1 . Batz
3 . Batz
3 . Rap.

C . Oval handstamp with winged messenger holding value
tablet . All known examples are handstamped in black.
One is known used on a newspaper . The following values
are known:

2. Rap.
3. Rap.

D. Colorless embossing in a rectangular format with a seated
figure as the central design . Inscribed above figure is
"HELVET :REPUBL." with value tablet at the bottom.
The following values are known:

1 . B. (Batzen)
3. B . (Batzen)

E . Colorless embossing with seated figure holding an oval
shield inscribed "HELVET :REPUBL" around border of
oval . The embossing has no value.
(Illustration unavailable .)

Continued next month . . .
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LINN'S SWISS
PHILATELY ISSUE

Donn Lueck, AHPS Western Regional
Director, reports the following:

The December 3, 1979 issue of Linn's
Stamp News was again a success, and I
want to take this opportunity to thank
all those members who contributed to the
effort . Without these people the special
issue on Swiss philately would not have
been a successful effort by AHPS . A wide
variety of articles were submitted by John
B . Ballard, Wing Commander R . F . Bul-
strode, Felix Ganz, H .L . Katcher, Lt . Col.
Charles LaBlonde, Robert Scheuermann
and Irving Silverman.

This was my third and last year as co-
ordinator of the special Swiss issue of
Linn's Stamp News . It was a great ex-
perience and it was rewarding to work
with a cooperative membership and with
Linn's staff . The Managing Editor of the
stamp news, Mrs . Jeanne D . Mears, is very
good to work with on this project . I hope
some other member will not hesitate to
take on this job for the next few years if
called upon to do so . I will help in any
way that I can.

Our special thanks to you Donn for your
fine work as coordinator of this AHPS
project .

SUN SHINES BRIGHTLY
ON SWISS STAMPS . .
LOOKING AT AUCTIONS

Stamps of Switzerland were offered in a
single auction by Harmers of New York on
April 17, 1979, with the 359 lots sold realizing
a total of $35,486 . Swiss specialists should be
interested in some of these outstanding stamp
values . (Catalog prices referred to are those of
Scott's 1979 edition .)

Among the earlier varieties to come under
the hammer was the 3fr yellow-brown Helvetia
definitive of 1891 . Listed as unused, well-
centered in VF condition, this stamp brought a
price of $70 as opposed to $100 cv . And a
complete used set of the 1901-03 Helvetia issue
(20c to 3fr, plus a 1 fr carmine), having a Scott
value of $134, sold for the tidy sum of $75 in
fine to of condition — better than 50% catalog.

Meanwhile, Scott No . 181, the 3fr dark gr.
Mythen pictorial issue was knocked down at
$550 . Having a catalog value of $900, the
stamp was described as light hinge, with a light
gum bend at left and in very well centered con-
dition.

Turning to the popular Swiss airmail stamps,
a complete set of C13-15 (cv $220) in LH VF
condition, realized $100.

Top quality used stamps always have com-
manded high prices in Switzerland, and
Harmers April auction brought forth a VF cancelled
block of four in the B90a Tell Chapel semi-
postal issue . The block had an estimated catalog
value of $220, and it sold for $210!!!

Covers, too, were included among the lots
and the 1948 Imaba S/S on an unaddressed
cover bearing "Imaba" cancel with four con-
temporary stamps in VF condition sold for $45.
It had a value (estimated) of $60.

In official adhesives for the League of Na-
tions, biggest "bonanza" was a No . 2030 VF
used block of four 10fr gray-green issue of
1930 . It was listed as being "rare" with an
estimated value of $600 . This block realized a
staunch amount of $475.

Reprinted from the "Philafax Flier" (June '79)
with the permission of the Editor.
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postscriptum
SWISS PTT ANNOUNCEMENT:

STAMP PROGRAM FOR 1980

February 21 : Publicity Stamps I, 1980
20 cts ., Expo . "Green" in Basel ; 40 cts ., 50 Years of Swill "Heimatwerk" (an insti-

tution with a string of stores selling mostly handmade, homemade cloth, pottery, toys,
wooden utensils and typically Swiss souvenirs of high artistic or craftsmanship value);
70 cts ., Centennial of the Society for History of Art in Switzerland ; 80 cts ., Honoring
the fiftieth Automobile Show in Geneva ("The Salon").

Also : additional value in the middle denomination regular set of 1973-80 : Fr . 3 .50
depicting the astronomical clock at the Bern clock tower (Zytglogge) . This denomi-
nation replacing the last, still generally available stamp of the same denomination from
the 1960-68 "Historic Monuments" set.

April 28 : Europa Cept
Dedicated this year to the theme of "Personalities" ; 40 cts ., Johann Konrad Kern;

80 cts ., Gustav Adolf Hasler, both industry pioneers . (This set will be delivered to new
issue subscribers only at the end of May, together with the 1980 Pro Patria issue.

May 29, Pro Patria 1980
20 + 10 ; 40 + 20 ; 70 + 30; 80 + 40, all four with reproductions of old Swiss shop

signboards.

September 5 : Publicity Stamps II, 1980
20 cts ., Centennial of the Swiss Meteorological Institute ; 40 cts ., Centennial of the

Swiss Association of Professional Guilds ; 80 cts ., Opening of the St . Gotthard super-
highway road tunnel below the Alps.

Also : PTT—Issue
20 cts., Postal Check Services ; 40 cts ., Postal Buses ; 70 cts ., 50 Years of PTT Print-

ing Plant for Postage Stamps ; 80 cts ., Centennial of the Introduction of the Telephone
in Switzerland.

Also: (as predicted) a new postal card ; denomination 40 cts.

November 26 : Pro Juventute 1980
Third year of communal arms . 20 cts., Cortaillod (Neuchatel) ; 40 cts ., Sierre

(Valais) ; 70 cts ., Scuol/Schuls (Grisons) ; 80 cts ., Wolfenschiessen (Nidwalden).

TOTAL OUTLAY REQUIRED FOR ONE OF EACH : (incl. postal card) : SFr . 16.90 .,
or just about $10.

Another special TELL coming up next month . . .

Don't miss it!

Make sure you've paid your AHPS dues
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